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Procurement Manager (m/f/d) 
Description
CARNEADES – We are a strong team of internationally experienced consultants
who help shape our clients’ project management. As specialists in the field of
renewable energies, especially onshore and offshore wind, fuel switch and
hydrogen, as well as grid connections, we support our clients with our best practice
know-how. Become part of a dedicated team that leads large industrial projects to
success as Procurement Manager (m/f/d) in a permanent position (full-time).

Responsibilities

In close cooperation with various project teams, you are responsible for the
planning and implementation of purchasing activities, partly in EU tender
procedures
The focused development of existing suppliers, as well as the selection of
new suppliers, falls within your responsibilities
You conclude framework agreements independent according with the
company’s specifications
You identify opportunities and measures to increase efficiency and optimise
the supplier base
You create and check purchase orders and requirements according to the
supplier contracts, monitor delivery times/deadlines and costs and carry out
risk assessments

Qualifications

We are looking for colleagues with several years of relevant professional
experience in technical purchasing, project purchasing or project
management
You have a successful degree preferably in economics, renewable energy,
industrial engineering, business administration, supply chain management,
procurement, international purchasing management or similar
You have good communication skills, the ability to work in a team and
strong negotiation skills
We welcome a strategic mindset with a comprehensive understanding of
technical and commercial issues
Fluent German and English (written and oral) and willingness to travel
complete your profile
Ideally, you have already worked within the offshore wind industry

Job benefits

Flexible working hours and a high degree of personal responsibility
Modern office space in Hamburg’s City Nord incl. foosball table and roof
terrace for joint lunch breaks and after-work events
Office located close to the city park and numerous sports facilities, shower
in the office
Good social benefits and a company pension scheme ensure a holistic
remuneration model

Employer
CARNEADES

Employment type
Vollzeit, Permanent position

Job location
Hamburg

Date posted
01.02.2022

CARNEADES Project Services
https://carneades.com/projectservices



Good public transport connections, free employee parking for cars and
bicycles, direct location on the cycling network (Veloroute 4 and 5) and good
electric charging infrastructure
Fresh fruit and drinks every day

Contact us
Please send your full application to recruitment@carneades.com
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